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Abstract-The classical theory of stability of explicit Runge-Kutta methods is concerned with 
Lipschitzian problems. It is not useful for stable problems with “large” Lipschitz constants. The 
classical theory of absolute stability considers some very special problems of this kind. The 
problems treated arise when a general problem is linearized. It is hoped that the behavior in the 
case of the special problem provide guidelines as to the behavior in the case of a general problem. 
A synthesis is proposed here which responds to this unsatisfactory state of affairs in the classical 
theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One-step methods, such as explicit Runge-Kutta, for the numerical solution of the initial 
value problem 
Y’ = f(t, Y), actcb (1.1) 
y(a) given (1.2) 
start with the approximation yo&y(a) and then successively step from a to b producing 
approximations y, of y (t,) on a mesh a = to c t, < . . . < t,, < . . . At each (t,, y,) a recipe of 
the form 
is used to advance a step of length h to t, + , = t, + h. For such methods the stability of the 
differential equation is of fundamental importance. This is easy to understand: Suppose that 
the approximation y, # y(t,). Considering the information used by the method, the best one 
can hope to achieve at future steps is to obtain exactly that solution y(t) of (1~ 1) with 
j(t,) = 4’“. In this ideal situation the error at time t > t, is y(t) -y”(t). How fast integral 
curves of (1.1) can separate tells us, then, how much an isolated error can be amplified as 
the integration progresses. The stability of an effective numerical method must imitate that 
of the problem itself, at least for small step sizes, but there are, of course, new issues to be 
addressed. A stability result is an essential ingredient of a convergence proof because such 
a proof is basically a statement about the error made in a single step and how this error can 
be amplified at subsequent steps. 
Traditionally it is assumed that the function f of (1.1) is continuous and satisfies a 
Lipschitz condition with constant L, 
(1.3) 
The stability of solutions of (1~ 1) in this class of problems is easily established. It will be sketched 
in a form analogous to developments which follow. Any solution y(r) of (1; 1) can be repre- 
sented in the form 
y(t) = Y(G) -I- s ‘J-W, v(e)> de. (1.4) ‘PI 
tThis work performed at Sandia National Laboratories supported by the US. Department of Energy under 
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Suppose j(t) is another solution. Let 
Using the representation (1.4) and the Lipschitz condition (1.3), it is found easily that 
M)<4(r,)+ ‘M@de. 
s 1. 
Gronwall’s inequality (see, e.g. [l], p. 252) then yields 
(1.5) 
The scalar problem y’ =Ly shows that the bound (1.5) is sharp. When L is not large 
compared to the length of the interval of interest, all is well. The unhappy fact is that there 
are problems of great interest for which L is “large.” These interesting problems are stable; 
the bound (1.5) just does not reveal the fact. The scalar problem y! = - Ly is such an 
example as all its solution curves actually come together exponentially fast. 
The difficulty with the traditional theory is that the class of Lipschitzian problems is too 
large. A theory allowing stable problems with “large” Lipschitz constants is needed. A 
traditional response has been to consider as a separate matter problems of the form 
y’=Jy +g(t), (1.6) 
or the still more restricted form with the same stability properties, 
y’ = Jy. 
The analysis of the behavior of formulas on stable problems of this kind with large 
Lipschitz constants is called the theory of absolute stability. One reason for considering 
such problems is that they are so simple that the analysis can be carried out in considerable 
detail. Another reason is that the general problem (1.1) can be approximated locally by 
a problem of the form (1.6). It is hoped that the behavior in the case of the simpler problem 
provide guidelines as to the behavior in the general case. 
The traditional treatments ketched leave several things to be desired. The results for 
problems with large Lipschitz constants are restricted to very special problems. The 
relationship between the behavior of the methods for the general problem (1.1) and a local 
linearization of the form (1.6) is heuristic. The two theories are not only treated separately, 
they seem to have little in common. A theory is presented here which is a synthesis 
responding to these defects of the traditional approaches. 
2. STABILITY OF THE PROBLEMS 
In contrast to the form (1.1) we shall consider equations of the form 
y’ = JY + g(c Y h (2.1) 
It is assumed that g satisfies a Lipschitz condition with constant I, 
Ilgco4-g<4~>ll + -11. (2.2) 
This form obviously includes the ones traditionally considered. Associated with (2.1) is the 
“model problem,” 
y’ = Jy. (2.3) 
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Because the model problem is comparatively easy to analyze in detail, we shall view (2.1) as 
arising from the addition of a (possibly) nonlinear term to the equation (2.3). We shall 
continually ask what happens for the model problem and then ask to what degree the general 
problem shares this behavior. 
For the sake of simplicity and definiteness, it is assumed that the matrix J can be 
diagonalized by a similarity transformation 
MJM - ’ = n = diag(li}. (2.4) 
It is then easy to analyze the stability of the model problem. There are two ways of going 
about this. A traditional way is to introduce the change of variables 
My=w 
so that (2.3) is equivalent to 
w’ = nw. 
The analysis of these uncoupled equations is very easy and the results are subsequently 
translated into statements about y. This approach can be used to develop all our results, but 
we have preferred an equivalent approach based on a change of norm involving M. 
It is assumed that the vector norm implicit in (2.2) is the Euclidean norm. The associated 
subordinate matrix norm will be used. Our analysis is based on another vector norm, the 
M-norm, defined by 
where M is the matrix appearing in (2.4). Its subordinate matrix norm is 
Inequalities in one norm are connected to inequalities in the other by the condition number 
of M, K(M) = IWIIIW-‘II, viz., 
lb II d lb II implies /Iv Ily G @f)llu lIM, 
/Iv /lM G 11~ lIM implies 110 II GGWllf.4 II.
In particular, (2.2) implies 
With these preliminary observations it is now easy to obtain a stability result for the model 
problem. 
LEMMA 1 
Let j(t), y(t) be two solutions of (2.3). If J satisfies (2.4), then 
(2.6) 
p = max Re(i.,). (2.7) 
where 
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Proof. Any solution y(t) of (2.3) can be written as 
y(t) = exp(tr - ~,)J)Y th> 
from which it is obvious that 
At this point the roles played by the assumption (2.4) and the M-norm are seen: 
llw (0 - QJ)llM = IW exp (0 - t,V)M-'II 
= lldiag {exp ((t - t,Ji.i>}~~ = eP”-‘J. 
The standard theory applied to the model problem (2.3) leads to (1.5) with 
L = llJjl,+, =lldiag {J.,}ll = maxlE.iI = p(J) 
The result (2.6) is advantageous when p < p(J). A difference between the two approaches 
is made clear on considering the two scalar problems y’ = Ly and y ’ = - Ly. The classical 
theory does not distinguish these problems and Lemma 1 does. 
According to (2.6), the integral curves of the model problem do not spread apart at 
all if p < 0 and actually come together if p < 0. More generally, an equation (2.1) is said 
to be contractive in the M-norm if 
for all pairs of distinct solutions j(t), y(t). Because this favorable behavior can appear 
with L arbitrarily large, it is singled out for special study. We have the 
LEMMA 2 
If J satisfies (2.4), the model problem (2.3) is contractive in the M-norm if, and only 
if, p < 0. 
Proof. One direction is an immediate consequence of (2.6). Suppose now that 
y(t,) - ~(1,) = vi is an eigenvector of J corresponding to the eigenvalue &. Then 
Clearly these two solutions do not approach one another unless Re(lJ < 0 and we 
conclude that necessarily p < 0. 
Now let us derive a stability result like (1.6) for the whole class (2.1). The classical 
variation of constants formula provides a generalization of (1.4) which exposes the roles 
of J and g: 
s f ~0) = exp (0 - cJJM4J + exp (0 - 0 )Jk(R Y (0 1) de. (2.8) ‘” 
THEOREM 1 
Let y”(t), y(t) be two solutions of (2.1). If J satisfies (2.4) and g satisfies (2.2), then 
II_?(r) -y(r)llM < (jY(r,) - y(f,)llMec’-rn)(p+‘K(M)). (2.9) 
Proof. Let 
40) = jlY(t) - ~tt>ll~. 
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Then the Lipschitz condition (2.5) and the representation (2.8) lead easily to 
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s 
’ 4(t) < jexp (0 - &)J)llw4(&) + IIev (Cl - W$44W4(Qd@ 
‘” 
On bounding the norms of the exponential matrices as in the proof of Lemma 1 and on 
introducing 
i(t) = 4(f) e-“, 
it is found that 
i(t) < i(t,) + 
I 
‘MM)i(Q de. 
I” 
Gronwall’s inequality then states that 
c (t ) < [(t n ) ec’-‘n)‘a(M) 
which is equivalent to the result desired. 
COROLLARY 1 
With the assumptions of Theorem 1, the problem (2.1) is contractive in the M-norm 
if 
p + Ire(M) < 0. 
Theorem 1 includes the classical result when J = 0. It is obviously more informative 
and is obtained at a price of an analysis only a little more complicated. The most interesting 
situation is when J has eigenvalues ii with Iii1 large and Re(2,) < 0 because we obtain then 
a much more realistic stability bound. We have an attractive formulation of contractivity: 
If the model problem is contractive in the M-norm, so is the general problem for all 
sufficiently small 1. In any case, we see that for “small” I, the stability bound is much the 
same as that for the model problem. 
3. EXPLICIT RUNGE-KUTTA METHODS 
Now that we have explored the stability of equations of the form (2.1) we take up their 
numerical solution by explicit Runge-Kutta methods. We model the analysis of the stability 
of the numerical scheme after that of the equation itself and ask to what degree the methods 
imitate the behavior of the underlying problem. 
First we define explicit Runge-Kutta formulas. A formula of s + 1 stages advances the 
solution of (1.1) one step of length h from an approximation y, of Y(t.) to an approximation 
Y, of ~0, + i), where t, + 1 = t, + h, by a recipe of the form: 
x0 = t, 
u, = Y” 
fo =_mo, u )
forj=l,...,s 
x, = x0 + oi,h 
k=O 
_fj =ftxj5 uj) 
(3.1) 
Y us+1 “i-1 = = uo + h 1 Yj.fj. 
J=o 
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Here the constants a,, pk. , , 7, define the method. 
It is supposed that the method is of order t-2 1, meaning that for any sufficiently 
smooth f, 
yn+, = y(r, + h) + O(hr+‘). (3.2) 
A result useful later is that 
(3.3) 
which follows from (3.2) and consideration of the particular problem f(t, y) E 1. 
Notice that each uk is itself the result of an explicit Runge-Kutta formula for 
approximating y (xk) = y (t, + a&). These formulas are generally of low order, and it is only 
the last, u,+,, which is constructed to be of a high order of accuracy. 
It is the form (2.1) of f which concerns us. For our investigation we require a 
representation of y, + , which exposes the roles of J and g in a manner analogous to the 
variation of constants formula (2.8). The next theorem provides this tool. 
THEOREM 2 
When a Runge-Kutta method (3.1) is applied to an equation of the form (2.1), it has 
the representation 
j-l 
Uj = Pj(hJ)uo + 1 pj,/JhJ)g(xk7 ‘k) j = ‘7 ’ ’ * * ’ 
k=O 
yn+1= us+1 = Pth@o + h 1 Ps + &Jk(-% uk) 
k=O 
(3.4) 
where the polynomials P,(z), P(z), and p,,(z) are defined by 
j-l 
p,(z) = 1 + Z C flj,kPk(z) j = 0, . . . , s 
k=O 
P(z)= 1 +z i y,P,{z) 
k=O 
1-I 
Pj.kCz) =Pj.k + z 2 Pj.lPl,k(Z) 
I=k+I 
Ps+ I.k(Z) = Yk + z 2 y,p,,dz) k 
I=k+ 1 
Ock<jcs 
= ,...,s 0 
and empty sums are interpreted as zero. 
Proof. Because verification of the stated relationships is straightforward, the details are 
omitted. 
To fully appreciate the analogy between (3.4) and (2.8), some observations are 
necessary. The representation shows that when applied to the model problem (2.3), 
uj = P,(hJ)u,, = P,(hJ)y, 
Y us+1 “+I= = P(hJ)u, = P(hJ)y,. (3.5) 
From this we recognize that P(z) is the familiar stability polynomial of the method and 
that the P,(z) are the (less) familiar internal stability polynomials. The order condition (3.2) 
and (3.5) imply that 
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P(hJ)=exp(hJ)+O(h’+‘). 
Recall that u,&y(t, + a&z). Finally, a little manipulation of (2.8) gives the equivalent form 
s I ~0. + J = exp @JbW + h exp ((1 - z)hJ)g(t, + rh, y(t, + zh)) dz. 0 
which is closely analogous to (3.4). 
How well the Runge-Kutta method approximates the solution of the model problem 
is essentially a question of how well the stability polynomial P(z) approximates exp(z). 
The order condition says that the approximation is good for IzI “small.” In considering 
the situation for other z, let us first suppose that all eigenvalues of J lie in the left half 
complex plane, i.e. p < 0. According to Lemma 1, the integral curves do not spread apart 
in the M-norm when p < 0 and actually approach when p < 0. Behavior like this is not 
possible for an explicit Runge-Kutta method for IzI large because IP(z)l+co as IzI+ co. 
Useful results can be obtained if we do not seek to imitate the contractivity at an 
exponential rate, rather merely to imitate the qualitative property 
and realize that we cannot achieve even this for all z with Re(z) < 0. 
For the statement of the next lemma we need the concept of the stability region S of 
the method. This (compact) region in the complex plane is defined by 
S = (zlRe(z) < 0 and IP( < l}, 
where P(z) is the stability polynomial of the method. Notice that the origin belongs to 
S because P(0) = 1 and that S is finite. 
LEMMA 3 
Let jn + 1, y, + 1 be the results of applying the explicit Runge-Kutta method (3.1) to the 
model problem (2.3) starting with the approximations yn,, y,, respectively. Suppose that J 
satisfies (2.4) and that I( < 0. Then 
Ilk + I -Yn+Illw~ llJ”-YYnllY 
for all jjn,, y, if, and only if, hi, E S for all eigenvalues of J. 
Proof From (3.5) 
Now 
jiP(hJ$, = I)diag {P(hi.,)}ll = max IP(hE.i)J c 1 
if each hi.,ES. This proves the sufficient part. If j,, -yn is an eigenvector v, of J 
corresponding to the eigenvalue E.,, then 
IIf,* 1 - L+ dM = lPW.,)(B, - mIIM = IfW.J II% --Y~II~ 
from which it is seen that IP( c 1 is necessary. 
Clearly. if we wish to obtain a stability result for the numerical method analogous to 
the stability of the general problem (2.1) when p < 0, we must require that hi,, E S. Given 
this necessary requirement we can derive a very similar result: 
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THEOREM 3 
Let {ti,}, Yn+ I and {uj>, Y”+ 1 be the results of applying the explicit Runge-Kutta method 
(3.1) to the equation (2.1) starting with the approximations g” and yn, respectively. Suppose 
that J satisfies (2.4) and g satisfies (2.2). Suppose that Re(&) < 0 for all eigenvalues ,$ of 
J and that Re(A.3 = 0 only if Ai = 0. Suppose further that hli E S for all li. Then 
Iliz+ -~“+,ll,~(P*+~L)lI~“-~“/I, (3.6) 
IlA+r -Yn+,llwGl +hl~(M)oth))Il~“--“llM (3.7) 
where 
P,$=~&Jj,dz)J OGk<_i<s+l 
P* = nlYlxp(z)l= 1
j-l 
L = k(M)o(h) 
dh) = i Pi++ I.&(&? + hLk) 
k=O 
and the Pan, P,(z), P(t) are defined in Theorem 2. 
Proof. From the representation of Theorem 2, 
Using the Lipschitz condition (2.5) satisfied by g, one finds 
Then 
and similarly, 
Because PO 3 I, Lo = 0, the conclusion of the theorem is seen to hold for j = 1. 
Suppose now that the statement holds through index j - 1. Then 
j-l 
;j - uj = P,(hJ)(t?, - %> + A 1 pj,&(hJ>k(xk, ck> - &!(xk, uk)], 
k=O 
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hence 
IIU, - ~,ll,~llq,~~J~Il,II~io - WIIM + ii Il~,.a(~J)llw~~(~)Il~~ - 4lM 
k=O 
The result for y, + 1 is verified in the same way. 
It is worth remarking that the stability result (3.7) can be translated into a result in 
the Euclidean norm, viz., 
or, indeed, into any other norm. However, if one is interested in the stability after a number 
of steps, the result should first be obtained in the M-norm and then translated so that 
powers of the condition number do not appear. The next corollary provides such a result. 
COROLLARY 3.1 
Let {_Pn}, {y,} be the result of n steps, each of length h, of the explicit Runge-Kutta 
method (3.1) applied to (2.1) with the initial values j&, y,, respectively. If the hypotheses 
of the theorem hold, then 
/IYn - y, I/ M Q IlFo - y, 11 M e(‘n - r”)‘)lK(M)o(h). (3-g) 
Proof. The result follows immediately from (3.7) and the inequality 
1 +x < eX for x 2 0. 
Evidently the stability bound for the numerical method has quite a lot of resemblance 
to that for the problem itself. The role of the method appears in the factor w(h) and in 
the requirement hat the tll,, be in the stability region of the method. This is a considerably 
sharper result than the classical one because the magnitudes of the eigenvalues do not 
appear in the bound. Of course they do play a role in that h must be small enough that 
the h;i, be in the stability region. 
For convergence results we need a stability bound uniform in h. This is available 
because w(h) is obviously a monotonely increasing function of h. Notice that the internal 
stability functions make their appearance indirectly via this function. A lower bound for 
o(h) is easily obtained from o(h j 2 o(O) where 
40) = i P,*,,,kfT. 
k-0 
Because 0 E S, 
p: 2 Ipk(o>l = 1 
Then, on using (3.3) 
P s*, I,k2 bs+ l,k(0)l = IrkI. 
w(o)~k$ol?k& i, Yk=l. 
k=O 
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Because o(h) > 1, we see that, according to the bounds, the numerical method is less stable 
than the equation itself. 
For some of our results, and certainly for a convergence theory, we are interested in 
“small” h. In this connection we note that 
w(h) = w(0) + O(h). 
The next lemma says that for small h, the hypothesis about the stability region in the 
stability bound falls away. 
LEMMA 4 
Suppose that all the eigenvalues li of the matrix J are such that Re(lJ < 0 and 
Re(&) = 0 only if Ai = 0. If the method (3.1) has order r > 1, then for all sufficiently small 
h, all the hli E S. 
Proof. Because of the order condition 
P(z) = 1 + z + O((zj2), 
from which one readily finds that 
IP(h&)l = 1 + hRe(E.,) +0(/r*). 
If Re(,?,)<O, then obviously IP(hAJ( < 1 for all sufficiently small h. If Re(3+) = 0, we use 
the fact that 0 ES. 
According to this lemma, the hypothesis that hli E S of the theorem is satisfied for all 
sufficiently small h. It must be appreciated, however, that the step size might have to be 
very small. It is easy enough to determine a bound explicitly in the case of the forward 
Euler method 
Obviously 
If we let 
s = (21 12 + II< l}. 
[ = max IIm(&)/Re(~,)(, 
1 
it is necessary that 
0 < h < 2/(1 + [‘). 
The closer li is to the imaginary axis, the smaller h must be to get h& into the stability 
region. 
Let us now investigate the contractivity of the numerical method. Theorem 3 cannot 
be used for this purpose because we allowed p = 0, hence problems which are not 
contractive, and also took P* = 1. It is easy enough to sharpen the result to 
THEOREM 4 
In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 3, suppose that 
p + a(M)o(O) < 0. (3.9) 
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Proof. Examination of the proof of Theorem 3 shows tht it was not necessary to take 
P* = 1; any number P * such that 
P* 2 IP(hni)l 
suffices. As in the proof of Lemma 4, each 
IP(hAi)l <1 + Me(&) + 0(h2) 
< 1 + hp + O(h*). 
Thus with a suitable definition of P*, the factor in the bound (3.7) can be sharpened to 
1 + hp + Mc(M)w (0) + O(P) 
whence the conclusion of the theorem is obvious. 
Along with other results we have derived, this gives an attractive description of the 
special situation of contractivity: If the model problem (2.3) is contractive in the M-norm, 
then for all I small enough that (3.9) hold, the general problem (2.1) is also contractive. 
Furthermore, for all sufficiently small step sizes the numerical solution is also contractive. 
One should not get too enthusiastic about this result because the step size might have to 
be very small. Explicit Runge-Kutta methods simply do not have stability regions large 
enough to make them very interesting in this context. A more realistic variation of the last 
result is 
THEOREM 5 
In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 3, suppose that p < 0 and that all hli are 
in the interior of S for a given h. Then for this h, 
if I is sufficiently small. 
Proox The condition on the hli implies that 
P* = max JP(h&)) < 1. 
Then for I sufficiently small 
P* + ~K(hf)CO(h) < 1 
and the result follows as in the proof of Theorem 4. 
This result says that if the numerical method is contractive in the M-norm for the 
model problem, then it is also contractive for the general problem provided that I is not 
too large. 
Now let us consider a general distribution of eigenvalues of J and, in particular, allow 
positive real parts. The bound (2.6) for the model problem says that the stability of the 
problem depends only on the real parts of the eigenvalues of J. Just as we saw earlier, the 
magnitude also plays a role in the stability of an explicit Runge-Kutta method. A useful 
result depends on the step size being small enough that the numerical approximation be 
accurate. This is not different from the treatment of the nonlinear term g(t, y) in (2.1). With 
this insight as to what is reasonable, we can reduce the general case to a previous theorem 
by a judicious decomposition. 
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We need to collect those eigenvalues of J with Re(i.,)>O and it turns out to be 
convenient to deal with certain eigenvalues with Re(i.,)<O at the same time. Let us define 
5= max //lil. 
Re(i.,)PO 
Of course, any ;ii with J.,>t has Re(j.,)<O. 
Recalling that 
MJM - ’ = A = diag { Ai>, 
define the diagonal matrix A2 by 
(n,)i,i = ;li if IAil < r, 
= 0 otherwise, 
and the diagonal matrix A, by 
Then 
A, = A - A,. 
where 
J = J, + J2 
J, = M-‘A,M, J2 = M-‘A&t. 
We rewrite (2.1) as 
where 
Notice that 
G(GY)= Jtv +g(t,y). 
and 
~/G(cY) - G(t, u)llM G (llJ& + O(lu - u I(M 
Now we can apply Theorem 3 to this modified problem to obtain 
THEOREM 6 
Let(4)rYn+I and(qfyyn+I be the results of applying the explicit Runge-Kutta method 
(3.1) to the equation (2.1) starting with the approximations y” and y,, respectively. Suppose 
that J satisfies (2.4) and g satisfies (2.2). Suppose that hl, E S for all eigenvalues ;li such 
that [A;/ > r. Then 
IIAn I -Yn+,/&(l +h(r +I)K(M)o(h))Il~“-Yynl(~. 
Let (_F”}, {y,} be the result of n steps, each of length h, starting with the approximations 
FO, yO, respectively. Then 
This last result makes the crucial role of the distribution of eigenvalues clear. In general 
f(c Y) = JY + g0, y> 
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satisfies a Lipschitz condition in the M-norm with constant 
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L = (IlJllw + OKW) = (P(J) + ~~wf). 
If T = p(J), we gain nothing over the classical theory. The big gain is when rep(J), i.e., 
when eigenvalues E., with Re(&)SO are small in magnitude compared to some eigenvalue 
E., with Re(A,)<O. 
4. LINEAR STABILITY 
Let us suppose that the differential equation (1.1) is in autonomous form 
Y’ =_KY)~ (4.1) 
which can, if necessary, be achieved by introducing an additional dependent variable. The 
linear stability theory is based on the fact that for y near y(t,,), 
fti) =fti(kJ) +f,ti(to))CY - (h)) + WllY -Y(~o)l12). 
This suggests that the solutions of (4.1) will behave much like the solutions of 
Y’ = JY +_!-0,~4J) - Yt4A (4.2) 
where we define 
J =f,WoN~ (4.3) 
and that the stability of (4.1) will be much like that of (4.2) and the model problem 
y’= Jy. (4.4) 
It is hoped that in addition, the stability of Runge-Kutta methods will be much the same 
for (4.1) and (4.4). 
Justification of this approach requires that Ily - y(t,,)II be “small.” This is true for t near 
to, but not interesting because this situation corresponds to small step sizes and the classical 
theory is applicable. The approach is interesting only when the solution of (4.1) does not 
change rapidly near &--a matter often not fully appreciated. In our approach, we confine 
out attention to a ball about y(t,,), namely, to those w such that 
We define g(j) as 
gti) =_f-cV> - Jr
so that 
Y’ =fol) = JY + scV). (4.5) 
This is not an approximation like (4.2); it is an exact decomposition of (4.1). Assumingfis 
sufficiently smooth, g satisfies a Lipschitz condition: Using a mean value theorem ([2], p. 70) 
II&4 - d~>ll =IlfW -f(u) --f,w4lm - u>ll 
G ,y, Ilfv<~ + t(u - 0)) -_ly_Yth))ll . jju - 0 113 . . 
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so if we define 
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we have 
Ilgw - g(u)11 G K)llu - 0 (I. 
If we suppose that the local Jacobian (4.3) can be diagonalized, the theory developed in 
the last section can be applied to (4.5). A key point is that the Lipschitz constant /(c)-O as 
[ +O. Our stability theory, roughly speaking, says that the stability of the problem (4. I) and 
of the Runge-Kutta method applied to (4.1) a,re essentially the same as for the model 
problem (4.4) when 1 is small enough. By confining our attention to a sufficiently small 
neighborhood of y(to), 1 will be small enough. Again, this is interesting only when the 
solution y(t) does not change rapidly near y(to). In this way we obtain a theoretical 
justification for the application of local linearization to the study of the stability of Runge- 
Kutta methods. 
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is by no means the first to use the form for the investigation of stability, but it was a major 
stimulus for our own work. Recently Hairer, Bader and Lubich[4] have made important use of 
the form in analyzing the stability of semi-implicit formulas for stiff problems. A basic tool of 
their analysis is a variation of constants formula of which Theorem 2 is a special case; indeed, 
we followed their notation in this matter as closely as we couId. In large measure the present 
work is the result of asking what happens when explicit Runge-Kutta formulas are considered 
instead of semi-implicit formulas. Because the formulas have entirely different qualitative 
properties, we had to consider different classes of differential equations, investigate h-0 instead 
of h fixed, study a different kind of stability, and employ different analytical techniques. We 
mention these details because the approach of [4] is not applicable to semi-implicit formulas 
with restricted linear stability. The formulas arising from extrapolation of the semi-explicit 
midpoint rule are important examples in [4]. Unfortunately, many cannot be treated. It 
to this author that a reassessment of the matter with assumptions and questions more 
style of the present work might well be fruitful. 
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